
 ITE Test Chart (16:9type) 

ITE High Resolution Chart for High-definition TV Systems

1．Specification of this Test Chart is the same as that of ITE Resolution Chart(4:3type). Also, the usage is

the same. The Test Chart is designed to evaluate 200~2000TV of wedges for image assessment.

2．You can evaluate … 

(1)Resolution (2)Streaking (3)Linking (4)Interlace scan (5)Shading (6)Linearity of scan (7)Aspect ratio

of scan (8)Alignment (9)Graduation sequence

3．Transmission or Reflectance of main area is stated as follows;

(1)Transmission or Reflectance of inside white area of the big circle is 83.0% or more.

(2)Transmission or Reflectance of outside background of the big circle is 26.0%.

(3)Please refer to the list of Transmission or Reflectance of Grayscale Chart.

Step Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Transmission / 

Reflectance

Over

83.0%
68.7% 56.0% 44.6% 34.6% 26.0% 18.8% 12.8% 8.0% 4.5%

4．Sizes of effective area and outer shape of Refection Test Chart are indicated in right table.

Effective area Outer shape

Opaque type 512×288 570×350

Transparent type 272×153 310×200

ITE High Registration Chart for High-definition TV Systems
1．This Test Chart is used for registration of TV systems which needs high-accuracy registration and high

resolution needed by HDTV. Horizontal and vertical spacing in line is h/45 and the diameters of the

circles are √2h, h, 5h/12, and h/4 in the Chart which consists of 400TV to 1600TV of fringes.

2．Sizes of effective area and outer shape of Refection Test Chart are indicated in right table.

Effective area Outer shape

Opaque type 512×288 570×350

Transparent type 272×153 310×200

ITE Grayscale Chart(γ=0.45) for High-definition TV Systems

1．Please refer to Reflection ratio (Transparent ratio) and density of Grayscale in following table.

Step Number
1

(white)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(black)

Back

ground

Reflection

ratio(%)
83.0 68.7 56.0 44.6 34.6 26.0 18.8 12.8 8.0 4.5 2.0 26.0

density 0.08 0.16 0.25 0.35 0.46 0.59 0.73 0.89 1.10 1.35 1.70 0.59

2．Sizes of effective area and outer shape of Opaque Test Chart are indicated in the table to the right.
Effective area Outer shape

Opaque type 512×288 570×350

Transparent type 272×153 310×200

3．Please note that gray scale of opaque type is solid color, not dot pixels.

(All the other opaque charts use printing paper.)





ITE Inmega Cycle chart For High-definition TV Systems

1．This is a Test Chart to evaluate the Horizontal Resolution of an imaging device. In the Chart image,

white and black fringes from 1MHz to 36MHz in image frequency arranged vertically. Also at the

center and at each corner 800TV(27.5MHz) of wedges are formed.

2．This chart is only available for Transparent Type.

ITE Circular Zone Plate Chart For High-definition TV Systems

1．1035TV of space frequency on horizontal edges is the same number of effective scanning lines as ITU

－R709 standard.

2．The number of space frequency on vertical edges is 1840TV calculated by aspect ratio of High-vision,

16:9.

3．To find the number of space frequency easily in a certain area, a display of 400TV each is indicated

outside of the frame.

4．This chart is only available for transparent type.
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